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ABSTRACT  A  "translation"  of  the  phenomenological  permeability  coeffi- 
cients into friction and distribution coefficients amenable to physical interpreta- 
tion is presented.  Expressions  are obtained for the  solute  permeability coeffi- 
cient ¢0 and the reflection coefficient ~ for both non-electrolytic and electrolytic 
permeants. An analysis of the coefficients is given for loose membranes as well 
as for dense natural membranes where transport may go through capillaries or 
by solution in the lipoid parts of the membrane. Water diffusion and filtration 
and the relation between these and capillary pore radius of the membrane are 
discussed.  For the permeation of ions through the charged membranes equa- 
tions are developed for the case of zero electrical current in the membrane. The 
correlation of ¢ with ¢0 and L~ for electrolytes resembles that for non-electrolytes. 
In this case w and a depend markedly on ion concentration and on the charge 
density of the membrane. The reflection coefficient may assume negative values 
indicating anomalous osmosis. An  analysis of the  phenomena  of anomalous 
osmosis was carried out for the model of Teorell and Meyer and Sievers and the 
results  agree with the experimental data of Loeb and of Grim and Sollner.  A 
set of equations and reference curves are presented for the evaluation of ¢0 and 
¢r in the transport of polyvalent ions through charged membranes. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a previous communication (1) we derived the phenomenological equations 
suitable  for  the  description  of passive  transport  through  biological  mem- 
branes.  The  equations  followed the  thermodynamic treatment of Onsager 
(2)  as  adapted  by  Staverman  (3)  to  the  study of membrane  phenomena. 
The  aim  of the  present  paper  is  to  pass  from the formal,  thermodynamic 
representation of the processes to a physical interpretation of the permeability 
coefficients. This aim may be achieved by "translating" the phenomenologi- 
cal coefficients of irreversible thermodynamics into frictional quantities which 
convey a  clearer physical picture of the processes taking place in the mere- 
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brane. Although by this procedure some of the generality of the treatment is 
lost  and  elements based  on models are  introduced into  the  equations,  the 
gain in physical insight compensates amply for the losses. 
An attempt to give a  physical interpretation to the thermodynamic flow 
coefficients goes back  to  the classical  work of Lord Rayleigh  (4).  Recently 
the relation to frictional forces was investigated by Klemm (5)  and by Laity 
(6) and has been applied successfully to ion exchange membranes by Spiegler 
(7).  Our derivation is  a  further development of this  work and is related  to 
the study of biological membranes according to  the well known  models of 
Teorell (8)  and of Meyer and Sievers (9).  The theory presented below leads 
to explicit expressions for the permeability coefficient w and for the selectivity 
or reflection coefficient or in terms of frictional  and distribution coefficients. 
It  covers  the  transport  of both non-electrolytes and  electrolytes  and  when 
applied to the permeation through charged membranes it leads  to a  simple 
interpretation  of the  remarkable  phenomena  of anomalous  osmosis  which 
agrees satisfactorily with experimental data. 
This paper is devoted to the discussion of transport in homogeneous mem- 
branes  onlyl--a  subsequent  communication  will  deal  with  permeation 
through composite membranes of diverse structures. 
I.  PERMEATION  OF  NON-ELECTROLYTES 
1.  The Differential Equations of Flow in the  Membrane 
1.1  The  usual  method of relating  the flows and  the forces of irreversible 
processes  is  through  phenomenological equations  in  which  the  flows  are 
assumed to be linear functions of all the forces operating in the system. As 
pointed out, however, by several authors (4-6)  a  clearer physical interpreta- 
tion of the coefficients is  obtained  if the reciprocal  equations  are  used,  in 
which the forces (X  0  are written as linear functions of the flows (J0.  These 
equations read as follows :-- 
XI  =  RllJx +  R12J2  --~ RaaJa -If- "'"  ~-  RlnJn 
X2  =  R21J1  +  R22J2  +  R23J3 +  ...  +  RznJn 
X8  =  R31J1 +  R~J2 +  R3J3 +  "'"  +  R3.J.  (1-i) 
X.  =  R.IJ1 +  R.2J2 +  R.3J3 +  ""  +  R..J. 
1 A  homogeneous membrane in this paper is a  membrane all of whose permeable parts are char- 
acterized  by the same set of permeation eoeffieients. On the molecular level  a  "part"  may be  a 
complex inhomogeneous  structure; here, however, only elements large enough to be treated thermo- 
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The  coefficients  R~i  are  essentially  trictional  coefficients  and  may  be 
expressed in terms of the detailed frictions operative in the membrane. The 
straight  coefficients R,  are  always  positive  while  the  cross-coefficients  R~i 
(i  ¢  j)  may be either positive or negative.  ~ In the ordinary  case  of mutual 
drag between the flowing components,  R~i is  negative, since the flow of one 
component diminishes the force required to transport the other component 
in  the  same  direction.  However,  in  some  multicomponent  biological  sys- 
tems,  presumably  endowed with  carriers for  the  solutes,  R,  may  become 
positive.  Here we shall  consider only the  case of R~.  <  0  to which positive 
frictional coefficients can be attributed. 
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The  cross-coefficients obey Onsager's  relation 
Ro" =  R~.i  ( 1-2 ) 
or  in  other  words  the  matrix  of  the  coefficients  in  equations  (1-1)  is 
symmetrical. 
1.2  In the following we shall  not deal with the general equation  (1-1), 
but shall restrict our treatment to the flow of a bicomponent aqueous solution 
composed of solute (s)  and water (w), through a  membrane of thickness Ax. 
The membrane is assumed to be perpendicular to the x-axis of a  coordinate 
system and  to maintain  contact with  the  external solution  (c,)  at  points  0 
and  Ax  (Fig.  1).  The  concentrations of solute  (C,)  and  water  (C~)  in  the 
membrane are functions of x.  If the velocities of the  solute  and  solvent at 
point  x  are v, and  v~ respectively, the corresponding flows will be 
J8  =  C,v,  =  dn,/dt  and  Jw =  C,  ovw  =  dn~/dt  (1-3) 
where dn ~/dt is the number of moles of the i'th species passing through unit 
area during unit time. 
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Both  C8 and v, are functions of x,  and of x only.  It will be assumed with 
Kirkwood  (10)  that for a  stationary state the J~'s are independent of x  and 
equal to the macroscopic flows. 
The local  forces are  the gradients of chemical potential  (# ~)  at  point  x. 
Thus the force driving the solute is X,  =  --d#s/dx  and the driving force for 
water is 
X~o  =  -  d#w/dx  ( 1-4 ) 
At the surfaces 0 and Ax the chemical potential in the membrane is assumed 
to  be  equal  to  the  corresponding potential  in  the solution  with  which the 
surface maintains  contact.  If surface 0  maintains  contact  with  solution  I 
and surface Ax with solution II, the following condition will hold 
#s I  =  #80;  /~xx  =  #~x 
(1-5) 
/~I  =  #w0;  /~H  =  #~x; 
For the flow of the binary aqueous solutions equation (1-1)  assumes the form 
-(du~/~tx) =  ~wJ,~ +  t~J8 
(1-6) 
-(du~/dx)  =  R~j~  +  Rj~ 
where according to Onsager's condition R~  =  R~. 
1.3  In this  paragraph  our aim is  to  translate  the Rii's  into  mechanical 
frictional  coefficients, f~j,  similar  to  the  well  known  hydrodynamic resist- 
ances  in  solution.  Since  the  number  of  independent  phenomenological 
coefficients is three (Rss, R~,  R~w), it is to be expected that the same number 
of independent frictional  coefficients will  be  required  to  describe  the  flow 
processes. The advantage of the mechanical coefficients is that they are to a 
large  extent  concentration-independent and  therefore  bring  to  light  more 
clearly the specific interactions of solute and of solvent with the membrane 
and with each other. 
The translation is based on the following consideration: It is assumed that 
in a  steady flow the thermodynamic forces X~ are counterbalanced by a sum 
of mechanical frictional forces F~i.  Thus  the force acting  on  the  solute  is 
give by 
xs  =  -F~  -  F,.  (1-7) 
which states that the thermodynamic force (Xs)  acting on the solute is  bal- 
anced by the mechanical friction of the solute with the water in the membrane 
(Fs~),  plus the friction of the solute with the membrane matrix  (F,,,).  Simi- 
larly the thermodynamic force on the water (X~) is given by 
x~  =  -F~  -  F~,~  (1-8) K~DEM AND KATGrrlALSKY  Coefficients  of Membrane Permeability  I47 
According to hydrodynamic convention the frictional forces F~;  are  propor- 
tional to the relative velocity of the i'th versus the j'th component (v~ --  vi), or 
Fii  =  --fls(v,  --  v~)  (1-9) 
the  proportionality  factor, f~i,  being  the  frictional coefficient per  mole  of 
i'th  component. Hence F,~  =  -- f,w(V.  -  vw)  and  F,,.  =  -- f,,,(v8  -  v~); 
choosing the membrane as the frame of reference it follows that v~,  =  0  and 
Fs.,  =  --  f,.,v,. 
Introducing  (1-9)  into  equations  (1-7)  and  (1-8)  we  obtain  (cf.  Spiegler 
(7)) 
x,  =  -d~,/,tx  =  f~(v,  -  v,,,)  +  .f,,,,vs  =  ,,,(f,~,  +  .f,,,,)  -  ,~,,,.f,,o 
Xw  =  --dl~/dx  =  f..(v,o  --  v,)  --}- f~,,,,v.  =  --vffw,  -t-  v~,(f,o.  --}- fw.) 
(1-10) 
Equation  (I-I0)  can  be  readily transformed into  a  relation  between forces 
and flows by the use of equation  (1-3) 
-  (am/ax)  -  L.  +  L..1,  _  (L~/C~)J. 
C, 
-  (,~,,~/dx)  =  -  (f, odc,)J,  +/'~"  +/,o.,  J,o 
C,o 
(l-ll) 
Expression (1-11) has the same form as equation (1-6), and the translation 
of the  coefficients is  effected upon  identification  of the  phenomenological 
with the frictional coefficients: 
R,,  -  L,o  +L,..R.,~  =  -q,w/cw);  R,~,  =  -(f,o./c.);  R,~,o -  fw,  +I~ 
C,  '  C,~ 
(1-12) 
In order to comply with the requirement Rs~  =  Rw, the following relation 
has to hold 
y,./c. =/.de,  (1-13) 
As  stated  by  Spiegler  (7),  this  may be  derived  also  from mechanical con- 
siderations. 
The coefficient f,. is of the same nature as the friction coefficient of free 
diffusion f,  0 given by Einstein's  equation 
f,~o o  =  RT/D  o  (1-14) 
and may be assumed to be approximately independent of the local concen- 
tration.  However  the coefficient f~,  is  strongly  dependent  on  C,  and  will 
therefore be substituted by f,  w according to equation (1-13) 148  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  "  x9  6~ 




2. Integration  of the Equations  of Flow across the Membrane 
2.1  As pointed out above, equations (1-15)  are local equations and are not 
amenable  to  direct  experimental verifications.  In  order  to  become useful 
tools in the study of permeability the equations have to be integrated across 
the membrane so as to provide measurable magnitudes. 
Equations (1-15)  may be rewritten as 
d• 
"fs~J,  "-}-  -~-f.,o + f,~.  J,,, 
(2-1) 
As the surfaces are at equilibrium with the solutions, integration of the left 
side of (2-1)  leads to the expressions 
f0 
-  c.-v:ax  =  -  c~,lm 
#8 I 
--  C~ -~x  dx  =  --  C~o dl~o 
(2-2) 
(2-3) 
Equations (2-2)  and (2-3)  may be solved if the dependence of concentration 
on chemical potential in the membrane is known. In view of the homogeneity 
of the membrane, C,  is  a  single valued function of #~,  as  the influence of 
pressure  gradients  is  in  ordinary experiments negligible.  Evidently,  in  an 
inhomogeneous membrane  composed  of different phases,  equal  /~,'s may 
imply different C,'s. 
Let us consider a thin plate of thickness dx between x and x  +  dx, in which 
the solute concentration is C~ and the thermodynamic potential/~. In order 
to obtain the relation between #~ and C~ we choose a free solution in which 
/~0  is  equal  to  #~.  Such a  solution  would be in  equilibrium with  the thin 
plate and its concentration c~ is given by the distribution coefficient of the 
solute between membrane and solution. 
--  Kc  (2-4)  c; 
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to x by 7r,  ~ . Now 
d.:  =  d  dr,  (2-5) 
and ~-,* at the surfaces is given by the osmotic pressures of the outside solutions. 
From equations  (2-4) and  (2-5) we obtain 
f#e II C, dm= [.  K, &r,  (2-6) 
IQ  I  cT~  I 
If the  solutions both inside  and  outside the membrane  are ideal,  the dis- 
tribution  coefficient is  constant,  and  the  integration  is  readily  carried  out. 
In  general,  K,  is  concentration-dependent  and  we  define  an  average  dis- 




,rli  --  K, &r, 
--  f  K, &r,  =  KAnt, or K  =  %,z  (2-7) 
%x  ATr, 
f 
~s II 
--  C, d/z, =  KAnt,  (2-8) 
I  II  whereA1r,  =  7r,  --  7r,  . 
2.3  The  integration  of (2-3)  is  based on  the following observation:  The 
distribution  coefficient of water between any point  x  and  the corresponding 
equilibrium solution is given by 
Kw  Cw 
c,o 
It is advantageous to consider instead of the water concentration  the volume 
fraction of water in the membrane  (~w). This volume fraction is ~w  --  Cwl~ 
where  I~ is the partial molar volume of water.  The volume fraction of water 
in the external solution ¢~17~ is very close to unity and hence 
K~  -  ~#--~  ~_~  (2-9) 
It may be assumed that  the distribution  coefficient K,o changes only slightly 
with  concentration  so that  we shall  regard  ~w  as  a  constant  and  substitute 
~/~  for Cw.  Introducing  into  (2-3)  we obtain 
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where  A/~  is  the  difference between  the  chemical  potentials  of water  in 
solutions I  and II. 
As was shown in the first communication (1),  A/~ is given by the following 
expression 
A#w =  IT~(ap --  ATr, --  ATr,)  (2-11 ) 
where Ap is the difference of mechanical pressure across the membrane and 
Alr~  the  difference in  the  osmotic  pressures  of the  impermeable solutes  on 
both sides of the membrane. It is assumed here that the contributions of the 
permeant  and  the  impermeable  solutes  to  the  osmotic  pressures  of  the 
solutions are additive.  Introducing  (2-11)  into  (2-10)  we obtain 
[° 
-  C~d.w  -  e~(Ap  _  A~r,  --  ATr.)  (2-12) 
2.4  To  effect the  integration  of the  right  side  of equations  (2-1)  it  is 
necessary to  assume that  the flows  (J~)  are independent of x  and  that  the 
frictional coefficients are constant.  Moreover,  C,  and  C~  are substituted  by 
their  corresponding  values  in  the  external  equilibrium  solution  through 
equations  (2-4)  and  (2-9).  Thus 
(2-~)  r~ 
and 
--  Jo  ~w  dx  dx  =  ~ow(Ap  --  A~r¢  --  Art,) 
= d,  o foa" (fw~ + f,w  V'~fC')  dx  (2-14) 
-- d,/,,~ foa'~dx = d,o(f,~,,, + f,,~-~ ~,c~) Ax -- J,/8,~Ax 
lsz  The term K, c,  =f0  K,c, dx/Ax  appearing in equations (2-13)  and (2-14)  is 
a  mean value  of the  solute  concentration  across  the  membrane.  For  ideal 
behavior, when K,  =  Kiao~t, 
/~e C8  ~  /~ideal C'gI -~ ¢'81I  ~  (2-]5) 
while in the real cases its value is unknown. KEDEM AND KATCHALSKY Coe~ents of Membrane Permeability  x5I 
It is shown in the next paragraph that the evaluation of the coefficients w 
and or may be carried out for the case that J~  =  0, hence it is unnecessary 
to determine the coefficients of J~ in  (2-13)  and  (2-14)  for this purpose. 
3.  The Permeability  Coeffcient  at Zero  Volume  Flow--w 
3.1  In the previous communication (1)  we have shown that the solute flow 
(J,)  is related to the gradient of the osmotic pressure of the permeant (ATr,) 
and to the total volume flow (or,)  by the equation 
J~  =  ooAvr, +  e,(1  -  a)Jo  (3-1) 
where w is the permeability coefficient at J,  =  0, or is the reflection or selec- 
tivity coefficient, and g8  the mean solute concentration on both sides of the 
membrane. 
For  the  experimental  determination of w  it  is  advantageous to  use  the 
expression 
J')  (s-2) 
However, a  consideration of equation (2-13)  shows that it is easier to effect 
the translation into frictional coefficients at zero water flow (J~  =  0)  than 
under the condition of zero volume flow (J,  =  0).  We shall therefore intro- 
duce the coefficient w' 
~0' =  (K¢)j~  (3-3) 
which is obtained from (2-13) 
K  (3-4) 
It may be easily shown that the difference between w and w' is negligible. 
The expression for volume flow in terms of solute and water flows is 
j, =  j,f'  +  j~7  (3-5) 
and at J~  =  0 
J,  =  J,lY,  (3-6) 
Introducing (3-6) into (3-1) we obtain for the solute flow at J,~  =  0 J,  =  wAr, + I52  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  •  t96t 
g,(1  --  a)J, I7.  =  o~ATr, +  ~o,(1 --  a)J~ where ~,  =  ~, 17, 
Hence 
J,[1  -  ~o,(1 -  a)]  =  ¢0A~r,  (J~  =  O)  (3-7) 
/\ 
CO 
~0  1  --  ~p,(1  --  ~r) 
Since the mean volume fraction of the solute ~'8 <<  1,  1  --  ~o~(1  --  60  ~--- 1,  so 
091  that w ~_~  to a very close approximation. 
We  may therefore  write 
K 
~o  =  Ax(f,.~  +  f~)  (3-9) 
3.2  To get a  better  insight into the  meaning of equation  (3-9)  we  shall 
compare  permeation  through  the  membrane  with  diffusion  through  an 
assembly  of  straight  capillaries  of  length  Ax  and  of  over-all  cross-section 
~ow cm  2 per cm  * of membrane.  The solute flow through the capillaries is 
J.  =  ~DZx 
where D  is the coefficient of free diffusion and is equal to 
(a-lO) 
RT 
D  -  Y.2  (S-ll) 
f,  0 denotes the molar friction between solute and water. 
As  pointed  out  by  several  authors  (7,  12,  17)  the  capillaries  in  a  loose 
membrane  cannot  be  regarded  as  straight  channels  perpendicular  to  the 
surface of the membrane. The "capillaries" are twisted and ramified channels 
which  can  be  characterized  by a  tortuosity factor  0(0  <  I)  so  that  Ax/O 
represents in an over-all manner the water path in the membrane.  Assuming 
that the microscopic frictional factor of water and solvent in the membrane 
is  equal  to f,w  °,  the  effective macroscopic  friction coefficient will  be  given, 
according to Mackay and Meares (17),  by f,,o°/O.  Thus  the  solute  flow  in 
an  assembly  of  tortuous  capillaries  will  be  given  by 
.]-8 --  O~o..RT AC, 
f  o  Ax 
Even if the frictional coefficient  f,,o,  of solvent and water in the membrane, 
is assumed to be equal to f,,~ °/t~,  there are still two fundamental differences 
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(a)  The permeability coefficient is inversely proportional to the sum of the 
frictional coefficients of solute-solvent and of solute-membrane. It should be 
realized  that f,~  is  not  limited  to  simple  mechanical friction  of the  solute 
with the walls of the capillaries of the membrane matrix. It is a  general term 
and  may represent,  say,  the  viscous  friction  of a  solute  passing  the  non- 
aqueous part of the membrane. Thus, for lipophilic solutes f,,, may be much 
larger than f,~. On the other hand, for hydrophilic solutes of high molecular 
weight it may indeed be identical with the frictional resistance of the capil- 
laries to the passage of large molecules. 
In  general we expect that  in  highly selective membranes f,~,  >  f,~  and 
subsequently 60 will become rather small.  For ideally semipermeable mem- 
branes f,,~ is very large and 60 vanishes.  On the other hand,  in coarse, non- 
selective membranes the importance of f,~ diminishes and f,~  becomes the 
determining factor, as in free diffusion. 
(b)  The other important  difference is  in  the distribution  factor K  which 
appears in the numerator of (3-9).  In some cases of strongly lipophilic solutes 
K  may become so large as to lead to high values of to in spite of the simul- 
taneous increase of f,,~. 
If the solute passes only through water-filled capillaries in the membrane, 
it may be assumed that  the solute concentration in  the capillaries becomes 
equal  to  the mean external solute concentration.  The  concentration of the 
solute in the capillaries is 
C,/¢,~  so that  C,/~,~  =  c,  and  K  =  C,/c,  =  ~,~ ; 
i.e.  in this case the distribution coefficient of the solute becomes equal to the 
distribution  coefficient of water---or to  the volume fraction of water in  the 
membrane. 
Thus for a  solute permeating a  capillary structure 
to  =  ~o~  (3-12) 
ax(L~ +  h~) 
A  coarse membrane such  as  a  glass  filter is  a  capillary  structure  in  which 
f,m <<f,w =  f,w°/O.  Thus, in this ease as expected 
to --~ ~x  D/RT 
3.3  Pappenheimer et  al.  (1 1)  and  Renkin  (12)  define an  available  area 
for the penetration of a  given solute by the equation 
J,  =  DA. Ac_~  (3-13) 
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comparing  (3-13)  with  (3-2)  we find that 
wRTAx 
A,-  D  (ATr. =  RTAc.)  (3-14) 
and  in  view of (3-9)  and  (3-11) 
A.-  K~  (3-15) 
L.+f~. 
Assuming  that  in most membranes  the diffusion  of heavy water is similar 
to  that  in  a  tortuous  capillary  system,  the  permeability  constant  for  heavy 
water wD  is 
"09w DD 
¢o~  -  A~  RT  (3-16) 
and hence, the available area for water A w is given by 
A~  =  0~o=  (3-17) 
The ratio of A= and A. is thus 
A,/A=  o  X/.=  =  XL=/O~,=(L= +  L=)  =  -  (3-18) 
A  theoretical derivation  of A ,/Aw as a  function of the ratio between molec- 
ular radius and pore radius was given by Pappenheimer et al. (11) and by Renkin 
(12).  As emphasized  by the authors,  the validity of this derivation  is limited 
to penetration  through  water-filled  pores. 
4.  The Reflection Coe~cient--cr 
4.1  The  second  coefficient  to  be  evaluated  from  equations  (2-13)  and 
(2-14) is the reflection coefficient o-. It was introduced into the thermodynamic 
equations  through  the  cross-coefficient for volume  and  exchange  flows and 
appears  in  a  convenient  form  in  J, 
J,  =  Lp(Ap  -- ATrl --  gA~-,)  (4-1) 
where L~ is  the  mechanical  filtration  coefficient. 
cr  may  be  conveniently  determined  experimentally  under  conditions  of 
zero volume flow  (J,  --  0) 
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As in the derivation of 0~ (paragraph 3.1) the flow equations  (2-13,  14) reduce 
to simpler expressions at zero water fl0w, J~  =  0. We shall therefore introduce 
first the coefficient a' according to the expression 
,/=  (aP  -  ~,.] 
ATr~  i s~=o 
(4-s) 
At J~  =  0  we obtain  from  (2-13)  and  (2-14) 
At,  = j  L~ +L-Ax 
K 
{_._ 
Ap --  ATri --  ATr~ =  --or. ~"" Ax 
(4-4) 
From which a t is 
at=  1  Kf,.  (4-5) 
~,~(L~ + L.) 
4.2  The relation between a  and a t may be derived on the basis of a  series 
expansion of (Ap  -- ATr ~) as a function of J, at constant  A1r, in  the neighbor- 
hood of Jr  =  0. 
\  -o7,  /.,,=o 
+  ½(J~L)' \  ~j~,  7J.=o 
(4-6) 
Since J,V, is rather small,  all terms beyond the first order differential will 
be neglected.  From equation  (4-1) it is clear that at constant 57r, 
o(Ap  --  ATri)  1 
OJ~  L~ 
and hence 
(ap  -  ,a~-,),,~o  =  (,",p -  ~-,)~o=o  +  d'v; 
Lp 
Dividing  both  sides  by ATr, and  applying  equations  (4-3),  (4-2),  and  (3-2) 
we  get  the  required  relation 
a  =  a'  o~,  (4-7) 
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Introducing ¢' from (4-5) we obtain the full expression for ¢ 
¢  =  1  oJV8  Kf,,~  (4-8) 
4.3  Iff,w differs from f~w 0 only because of the tortuosity effect, and 
f  .w  =  f,w°/O 
we may write equation  (4-8)  in the form 
(4-9) 
o~12~  oo  R T 
=  1  (4-10) 
Lp  DO9~/ A x 
or,  upon  introducing  the  concept of available  areas  from equations  (3-15) 
and  (3-17),  equation  (4-10)  assumes the form: 
=  1  ¢0I?.  A.  (4-11) 
Lp  Aw 
Equation  (4-1 1)  is  similar to  that  obtained  by Durbin,  Frank,  and  Solo- 
mon (13).  However, A, and Aw as used here refer to diffusion areas only and 
are not related directly to  ultrafiltration. 
It  is  worth  noting  that,  whenever equation  (4-11)  is  found to  be  valid, 
there is a good indication that the solute flow takes place through a  capillary 
system in  the membrane.  In these cases hydrodynamic theories of the type 
developed by Renkin  (12)  may be  applied. 
4.4  To  appreciate  the  significance  of the  parameters  determining  the 
reflection coefficient we shall treat some limiting cases which were previously 
analyzed  thermodynamically and  can  now  be treated on the  basis  of the 
explicit expression for ¢  (4-8,  10,  1  1). 
(a)  In  an  ideal  semipermeable membrane no  permeation of solute  takes 
place,  so  that  c0  =  0.  Introducing  this  condition into  equation  (4-10)  we 
arrive at ¢  =  1 as a criterion for ideal semipermeability. 
(b)  In the ease that  solute and  solvent permeate through different path- 
ways,  as  when the  solute enters  the cell  through interaction with the lipid 
constituent of the membrane, there is no frictional interaction between solute 
and  solvent and fsw  =  0.  Introducing this  requirement into equation  (4-8) 
or (4-9)  we obtain 
=  I  --  c01~8  (4-12) 
L~ 
Equation (4-12) may serve as a criterion for the occurrence of independent 
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(c)  The  next case to be considered  is that  of transport  through  a  coarse,  non- 
selective membrane. 
Phenomenologically  the  case  is  trivial,  for,  since  no  ultrafiltration  takes 
place in  a  non-selective membrane,  a  =  0.  However, a  closer inspection  of 
the  frictional  expressions  leads  to  a  better  understanding  of the  conditions 
for non-selectivity and will therefore be analyzed in some detail: 
As an example we shall consider ultrafiltration  through a  membrane main- 
taining  contact with  two solutions of equal  concentrations  (c, I  =  c,U).  The 
driving  force in  this  case  is  the  gradient  of mechanical  pressure  across  the 
membrane Ap/Ax  and the thermodynamic forces driving the solute and water 
respectively are 
d,u.  _  Ap  d/~o _  ~  i)o  (4-13) 
--  d-x =  V*Ax  and  dx  Ax 





=  L.(v.  -  v.)  +  L-  ~. 
(4-14) 
Non-selectivity means  that  the  ratio  of the flows of solute  and  of solvent 
is equal to the ratio of solute to solvent concentration in the external solution 
J,  _  C,v,  _  c,  (4-15) 
J.  Cw v~  cw 
As we are not dealing here with lipid solubility the ratio of solute to solvent 
concentration  in  the  membrane  equals  the  ratio  in  external  solution  or 
Cs/Cw  =  c,/cw.  Hence 
v~  =  v~  =  v  (4-16) 
Introduction  of  (4-16)  into  (4-14)  gives: 
S~ 
(4-17) 
By dividing equations  (4-17)  we get as a  criterion  of non-selectivity 
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This  conclusion may be  used  to  derive Lv for  a  coarse membrane.  In  the 
ultrafihration  process  under  consideration Ax  =  0  and  hence the  volume 
flow is given by the expression 
dr,  =  L~p 
In view of equation (4-16) the magnitude of J, is given by 
(4-19) 
J,  =  J~IT~  -[-  Jfl7  =  C~v,fl7 w .-[- C,vfl7,  =  (~o,~ --]- ~o,)v 
and since usually ~o,  <<  ~. 
On  the other hand  from equation  (4-17) 
A p  =  f". _-- Axv  ( 4-20 ) 
V~ 
Introducing the values of J~  and  Ap  into  (4-20)  we get for  Lv  in  coarse 
membranes 
Lv  __  ~.  I7.  __  ~o. I7. 
Ax f..  Ax],.  (4-21) 
Substituting  w  from equation  (3-12)  and  Lp  from  (4-21)  into  (4-8)  gives 
=  0  (4-22) 
as expected. 
(d)  Finally we examine the coefficients in a  lipoid  membrane containing 
a  certain fraction of water,  which is not concentrated in discrete channels, 
but  dissolved  in  the  organic membrane substance.  Any lipid-soluble  solute 
will easily penetrate the membrane. The over-all friction will be determined 
mainly by f,,, but f,~ need not vanish, as the water and the penetrating sub- 
stance  are  dissolved  in  the  same  phase.  K/~o,  may be  considerably larger 
than 1 ; thus rather small or even negative values of ~ are to be expected. 
An  interesting  case  of such  an  anomalous  osmosis  with  non-electrolytes 
was observed by Osterhout and Murray (14)  in their investigation of trans- 
port through organic layers separating two aqueous phases. 
5.  The  Transport  Coeffcients  in  Solutions  of Heavy  Water  and  the  Equivalent 
Pore Radius 
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for the  elucidation  of membrane  structure.  In  experiments  designed  to  dis- 
tinguish between ordinary and heavy water large concentrations of deuterium 
may be used and hence we cannot neglect the volume fraction of the solute. 
The treatment  is, however, simplified by other properties of the system. The 
molar  volumes of solute  and  solvent are  equal  and  at  equilibrium  the frac- 
tion of heavy water in the membrane is equal to that in the solutions so that 
Co  CD 
co  co 
(5-1) 
In this section the subscript w denotes both ordinary and heavy water,  while 
0  denotes ordinary and D  heavy water.  The distribution  coefficient of heavy 
water between membrane  and  solution is 
K  Co  Co  Co  Co  +  Co 
-  or  K  ....  ~o~  (5-2) 
co  c.  Co  cD +  Co 
where ~pw is the volume fraction of total water in the membrane. 
It is preferable here to derive 6o and  cr directly instead  of calculating  first 
co  t and or'. At zero volume flow the equality of molar volumes gives 
J0  =  -J.  (5-3) 
As  we  may  assume  here  ideal  mixing  and  in  view  of  (2-8),  (2-12),  and 
(5-2) 
i 
Az P  ~/~D 
--  .~D -d-x-x dx  =  KA~rD  =  ~ow RTAcD 
fo  duo 
--  Co-~x  dx  =  ~,.,(Ap --  A~r~ --  RTAcD) 3 
(5-4) 
Introducing  equations  (5-3,  4)  into  the  equations  of motion  (2-1)  and 
integrating,  we obtain 
g,~,RTAco  =  [fDo(1 -4- ~)  -4-fD,,,]Jz,  Ax 
~,,o(Ap --  A~r, --  RTAcD)  =  --[fDo(1 +  ~)  +  fo,,,]JDAx 
(5-5) 
where t~  =  cv/co is the average ratio of the concentration of heavy to ordinary 
water.  Hence 
t If we treat the ordinary and the heavy water in an entirely symmetric manner, covering the whole 
range of concentrations, it can be shown that the final results for  to and  a  remain the same as long 
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~o,o/,5x 
OJ  = 
f~  +  (1  +  t~)fD0 
(5-6) 
fo,.  -  fo.. 
O"  = 
f~  +  (1  +  ~6)fD0 
For the calculation of the mechanical permeability L~ we note that 
J~  =  IT,,,(Jo +  JD)  ( 5-7 ) 
Furthermore, as ,  is  expected  to  be  very small  (13),  JD/Jo  is  very nearly 
equal to ~. 
JD 
-  #  (5-8) 
do 
Introducing  (5-4)  into  (2-1)  and integrating we obtain 
9~o(Ap  --  Arc,)  =  (fo~Jo  +  fD,,Jz)Ax  (5-9) 
and thus, from equations (4-1) and (5-7, 8, 9), neglecting terms containing ~, 
~ow 17~/Ax  ( 5-10 ) 
Lp  =  (1  --  #)f~ +  #fDm 
For t~ <<  1,  it is readily seen that ~r, co, and L~ are again related by equation 
(4-10). 
5.2  We would like to point out how the considerations of the last para- 
graph  may be  used  to  evaluate  an  equivalent  pore  radius  for  water-filled 
capillaries  in the membrane. The method outlined below is essentially that 
used by Koefoed-Johnsen and Ussing  (15),  by Pappenheimer et  aL  (1 I),  by 
Solomon  et  aL  (16),  and  by  other  authors. 
Consider  two  experiments: in  one  experiment volume flow is  caused  by 
an  osmotic gradient  (--At,)  or by a  gradient of mechanical pressure  (Ap) 
or by both  (Ap  --  ATr i);  in  the other experiment diffusionaI flow of heavy 
water is brought about by a  concentration gradient of heavy water between 
two  solutions  R  TAcD.  Conditions  are  so  chosen  that  the  driving  forces in 
both experiments are equal or 
Ap  --  Arc,  =  RTAcD  (5-11) 
The flux of water in moles in the first experiment is 
J~  (Ap  --  Arc/) 
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while the diffusional flow in the second is 
JD  =  o:RTAcD  (5-13) 
The  ratio  of the  flows is 
J,/fr,  o  L,(Ap  --  Air,)  L~ 
g  ....  (5-14) 
JD  oo17"~ RTAcD  17"~ co 
Since the water flow is usually measured for ordinary water and the diffusional 
flow of heavy water is determined with solutions of low heavy water content 
(15  <<  1)  the expressions for Lp  (5-10)  and for 0~(5-6) reduce to 
L~  -  ~'~ ~  ~¢w  (5-15)  Axfw,~  and  co =  Ax(f~,,~  +  fDo) 
Introducing  (5-15)  into  (5-14)  we  obtain  for g 
fD0 +  .fD~  ( 5-16 ) 
g-  fo~ 
As mentioned above the value of a  for mixtures of heavy and ordinary water 
is negligibly small compared with unity, so that from equation  (5-5) fD., 
fo~  ---~  f~  whence 
fD0  (5-17) 
g  --  1 +fw---~ 
If the pores of the membrane are large enough to make fD0 equal  to fDo°/O, 
it is possible to write 
RT 
foo  -  OD9  (5-18) 
where Do is  the self-diffusion coefficient of heavy water in  ordinary water. 
The value off~m was estimated from Poiseuille's equation  (14,  12,  15)  by 
the following reasoning. 
The volume of water Q passing a capillary of radius r and length Ax in unit 
time is 
7cr4  A p 
Q-  8nAx 
where Ap is the pressure head and  ~ the viscosity of water in the capillary. 
Assuming  that  the  tortuosity  influences  viscous  flow  by  increasing  the 
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Q  _  Or  s Ap 
•  -r  2  8~/  &x 
The same water flow would be produced by a  difference of osmotic pressure 
A~-  =  R T  Ac in a  solution of an impermeable solute. 
Hence the volume flow per unit membrane area, identical in this case with 
the water flow, is 
j,  0~ow r  9 
-  Ap  (5-19) 
Ax  87 
Comparison of (5-19)  and  (5-15)  gives 
_  8n#   (5-20) 
r20 
Introducing  (5-18)  and  (5-20)  into  (5-17)  we obtain 
r~RT 
g  =  1 Jr8~"  DDVw  (5-21) 
which permits the evaluation of the equivalent radius  (r) from the measured 
values ofg and DD and the known values of RT,  ~1, and l,v,0. If the pore radius 
is  larger  than  10  A  the  second  term  on  the  right  side  of (5-21)  becomes 
appreciably larger  than  1  (15).  On  the  other  hand  for  dense membranes, 
for  which fw,~ >> f,0,  g  approaches  unity,  as  has  been  stressed  by  other 
authors (15,  16). 
II.  PERMEATION  OF  ELECTROLYTE  SOLUTIONS 
THROUGH  CHARGED  MEMBRANES 
6.  Introductory Remarks 
In a  solution of electrolytes more flows can occur than in a  non-electrolyte 
solution of an equal number of components. Thus in the case of a bicomponent 
aqueous solution of a mono-monovalent salt, we should consider three flows-- 
that of the cation J1,  of the anion -/2,  and of water Jw--instead of the  two 
flows considered in part I.  In general thethree flows will be driven by three 
forces: the gradients of the electrochemical potentials  --d~l/dX and  --d¢s/dx 
of the two ionic species and the gradient of the chemical potential  of water 
-dp.w/dx. The dissipation function ~  of this system consists of three terms. 
=  J1 (- 
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instead of the three Onsager coefficients which sufficed to describe the trans- 
port  of a  bicomponent  non-electrolyte  solution. 
The  situation  simplifies,  however,  considerably  if  no  electrical  current 
flows through  the membrane.  If the electrical  charge  of the cation  is el and 
of the anion is e2, the current  (I) is given by the expression 
I  =  Jlel  -b  J2e2  (6-2) 
and  since for a  mono-monovalent  salt  el  =  --e2 
I  =  (3"1 --  J2)el  (6-3) 
At zero electrical  current  (I  =  0) 
Jx =  3"2 =  J,  (6-4) 
where J, is the flux of the  ~ ctroneutral salt. 
Further  simplification is introduced by considering  the chemical potential 
of the salt component ~z, for which 
m  =  121 -b Pa and -- dido =  d~l  d~  (6-5) 
dx  dx  dx 
Introducing  (6-4)  and  (6-5)  into  (6-1),  we  find  that  at  zero  electrical 
current  the  dissipation  function  reduces  to  the  case  of two fluxes--those  of 
salt and water. 
=  Jl  \  dx /  +  J~  -  dx /  +  J'°  --dZx  =  J"  -gx  gx / 
(6-6) 
Hence,  the definitions  of the permeability coefficients w,  a,  and  Lv retain 
their  validity also in  the case of electrolyte solutions. 4 The  interpretation  of 
their magnitudes in terms of friction coefficients requires a  detailed treatment 
of the contributions  of each ionic species. 
7.  The  Equations  of Electrolyte  Flow 
7.1  Following the procedure of part  I  we shall  assume that  the thermo- 
dynamic  force  operating  on  each  ionic  species  is  equilibrated  by  a  linear 
superposition  of frictional  forces. Thus, 
X1  =  -- --d~l =  -- Flw 
dx 
-- FI,,  =  ft,~(vl  --  v,~) +  fl,,,(vl  --  v,.)  ( 7-1 ) 
4 The  definition of Lp  here is that  of a  mechanical permeability  coefficient  at zero electrical current 
(I  =  0).  It should be distinguished from Staverman's coefficient (3) Lr, which is  measured at  zero 
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where Vl is the velocity of the counter-ion  1, and the meaning of the frictional 
coefficients is  self-explanatory.  By  a  simple  transformation  we  obtain,  with 
Vra  ~  0, 
dx  C1  Cw ~ "  (7-2) 
where C1 is the concentration of ion  1 at point x of the  membrane and Cw is 
the  corresponding  water  concentration. 
Similarly we get for the co-ion 2 
dx  -  U~ ~  (7-a) 
In  both  equations  (7-2)  and  (7-3)  we  have  neglected  the  frictional  force 
between ions  1 and 2 since the co-ion concentration in a  charged membrane 
is usually sufficiently small to make the  encounter of ions  1 and  2  of lesser 
importance, 
Upon adding equations  (7-2)  and  (7-3)  we obtain for the force acting on 
the  salt  component: 
d/2t  d#2  d#,  (.f1~ +  f~,.  A~ __+ A~  _  jw fx~ +  A~  ( 7-4 ) 
dx  --  dx  --  dx  =  J"  "  C1  +  C2  ]  Cw 
In evaluating the equation for the force operating on the water component 
we have to make use of the concentration-dependent coefficients fw~ and fw2 • 
These  may,  however,  be  reduced  to  the  concentration-independent  coeffi- 
cients fl~ and f~  by applying Onsager's relation which leads to the equations 
C1  and/,.2  C2  f.1  -- ~-~/1.  =  ~-~ f~  (7-5) 
With the equations (7-5)  we obtain for X. an expression analogous to (1-15), 
d~,o  fl,~ +  f~,o  J,o @  Cxft~ -t- C2f~,~)  (7-6) 
dx ' =  J"  ---d2-~  +  U~  "+  c,. 
7.2  Before proceeding with the integration for equations  (7-4)  and  (7-6), 
we have to consider the relation between C1 and C,  : 
For energetic reasons,  the  separation  of positive and  negative  charges  to 
larger  distances is highly improbable.  It  will  therefore be assumed that  the 
membrane  is  electroneutral  in  every  region  which  is  amenable  to  thermo- 
dynamic treatment. Let the net charge density of the fixed membrane charges 
be  X  mole/unit  volume;  then  the  condition  of  electroneutrality  requires 
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C1  =  X-t- C2  (7-7) 
The  total  concentration CI may be regarded as  the sum of counter-ions of 
concentration X  and ions contributed by the salt in the membrane of con- 
centration  C,  =  C2,  or 
C1 =  X  +  C,  (7-8) 
In highly charged membranes there is an exclusion of salt due to the Donnan 
effect so that X  >> C, and C1  ~  X. This case will be considered more exten- 
sively in the next paragraph. 
7.3  As  shown  above,  it  is  possible  to evaluate  c0  and  a  in  terms of the 
frictional coefficients by considering the flow equations  at  J~  --  0.  Under 
this condition we obtain with (7-8)  the following equations: 
'#~'  [  c°  (/~,~ +/-.) 1  -  c.~;  =  J.  (£"+l")+c.~x 
(J~ =  0) 
(7-9) 
d•lo 
--  G,~  dx  --J,(fl,~  +  f2,~)  ( 7-10 ) 
It will be observed that in uncharged membranes, when X  =  0, equations 
(7-9)  and  (7-10)  reduce  to  those  derived  for  non-electrolytes  (equations 
(2-1)), if we put flw +  f2~  =  f,~ andfl,, +  f2,,  =  f,,,. The integration in this 
ease is identical with that followed in part I, paragraph 2.  In order to bring 
to light the novel features introduced by the transport of electrolytes we shall 
deal first with the other extreme case,  that of a  highly charged membrane, 
for which X  >> C,. 
8.  Evaluation  o/  ¢o  and  ~  for  Electrolyte  Transport  through Highly  Charged 
Membranes 
8.1  If the concentration of the fixed charges on the membrane matrix is 
relatively high,  the  fraction  C~/(C8  +  X)  becomes  negligibly smaUand  if 
(f~w -b f~,,)  and  (fl,~  +  fl~)  are of the same order of magnitude, the second 
term on the right side of equation (7-9) may be omitted from the calculation. 
Thus,  in  this  case we have to integrate across the membrane the simple 
expressions 
dUB _  j,(/~  +i~)  (8-1) 
dl.t,o _  J,(fxw "t- f,w)  (8-2) 
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It is worth noting that the simplified equations (8-1) and (8-2) do not include 
the frictional coefficient fi~ which appears in  (7-9).  This coefficient may be 
expected  to  depend  strongly on  the  ionic  strength,  since  it  represents  the 
friction of the counter-ions with the membrane in the electrical double layer 
surrounding the fixed charges.  The frictional coefficients appearing in  (8-1) 
and (8-2) may be assumed to be concentration-independent and hence these 
equations  are  directly  integrable  to  give,  in  exact  correspondence to  the 
expression for non-electrolytes: 
tcAv,  =  &(l~,~  +  ],,~)z~x  (8-3) 
(at J~  -  0) 
¢~(Ap -- A~-, -- A~r.) =  --J.(fl.o  -t-f2.~)Ax  (8-4) 
where ATr. is the gradient of the osmotic pressure of permeant salt across the 
membrane. ~  is the volume fraction of water in the membrane, and K  the 
mean distribution coefficient of salt between membrane and external solution 
defined as above by 
~ 
AX 
--  Kc d~r. 
K= 
A ~r, 
8.2  The permeability coefficient ~0 is derived directly from equation (8-3) 
through the relation 
J~  ( L0 
K 
ax(/~ +  f~) 
(8-5) 
Equation  (8-5)  is  formally  similar  to  equation  (3-9)  for  non-electrolytes; 
however, there are significant differences in the  meaning of the symbols on 
the right side of both equations: 
While  the frictional  term for  non-electrolytes  (fi~  +  fB~) comprises the 
total friction of the thermodynamic component s with both the  solvent and 
the membrane, the frictional term (f~ -t- f~)  in the case of electrolyte trans- 
port represents only the friction exerted by the co-ions, whose concentration 
in the membrane is rather small.  The counter-ions, whose concentration in 
the membrane is relatively high, do not contribute to the frictional term. 
Moreover,  the  distribution  coefficient K  behaves  entirely  differently  in 
both cases. For non-electrolytes K is only slightly dependent on concentration 
and may be assumed to obey approximately the Nernst distribution law. On 
the other hand,  the distribution coefficient between an  electrolyte solution 
and a  charged membrane is markedly dependent on concentration and,  as 
shown below, in many cases is proportional to the average salt concentration 
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The coefficient co in equation (8-5) does not represent therefore a  constant 
parameter and is expected to change strongly with salt concentration. 
8.3  For the evaluation of ~  from equations  (8-3)  and  (8-4)  we proceed 
again in the same way as for non-electrolytes. We first calculate a' at Jw  =  0 
and then introduce the correction for Jr  =  0,  which leads directly to a,  as 
follows :-- 
.,  =  (,~p-  A~r~]  K  fl~o + f~ 
\  ~  /.r,,-o  =  1  ~o,o f~,o +  f2~  (8-6) 
a  =  a' -- wiT, =  1  c017,  K f,~ +  J'~,o  (8-7) 
L~o  Lp  ~p~, f~ +  f~ 
The  formal  similarity  between  equation  (8-7)  and  the  corresponding 
expression for non-electrolytes (4-10) becomes clear if we introduce the value 
of co from equation (8-5) and note that fl~ -1- f2~  -  f,w 
=  1  colT'  coL. ax  (8-8) 
However,  this  external  identity  may  be  misleading.  Since  a  is  linearly 
dependent  on  w,  the  reflection coefficient is  not  a  constant,  but  changes 
markedly with salt concentration. As co increases with g, the reflection coeffi- 
cient  decreases and  may readily  shift  to  negative values.  The  system will 
exhibit anomalous negative osmosis, to be considered in more detail below. 
8.4  Another aspect of the meaning of ~r for electrolyte transport is revealed 
by considering the case of a loose, highly charged membrane, such as a  swollen 
ion  exchanger.  If the  volume fraction  of water  in  this  membrane  (~ow) is 
assumed to be high, it is evident that the co-ions, repelled by the fixed charges, 
will float in the aqueous medium and make only very few contacts with the 
membrane matrix. Thus it may be surmised that f2m, the frictional coefficient 
between  co-ions  and  membrane,  should  be  much  smaller  than f~w,  their 
frictional coefficient with the surrounding water (cf. also Mackay and Meares 
(17)).  Moreover, if the membrane is highly swollen, the frictional coefficients 
between ions and water will approximate the values for free solution divided 
by the tortuosity factor. 
flw  =  fl~VO  and  f2~ =  f2w°,/O 
Mackay  and  Meares  (17)  found  that  in  a  highly swollen sulfonated resin 
fl,o°/f~,o  =  f2w °/f,w indicating equality of 0  for sodium and chloride ions in the 
resin.  Furthermore 0  was  found  to  agree satisfactorily with  a  theoretically 
predicted  tortuosity factor. 
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a'  =  1  K(fa*'° +  f2'°°)  (8-9) 
~f2~  ° 
The  frictional  coefficients  are  proportional  to  the  reciprocals  of the  ionic 
mobilities  in  solution,  so  that 
fl~o  ° +  f2,o  ° --  ul -k u2  _  1 
f2,o  °  Ul  tl  ° 
where tt  ° =  Ul/(ul  +  u2) is the transference number of the counter-ions in free 
solution. 5 Introducing  into  (8-9)  we obtain the simple relation 
K  a'=  1 --  (8-10)  ~% tl  0 
It  should  be  easily  possible  to  test  equation  (8-10)  experimentally  with 
synthetic membranes.  The few data we found in the literature  that  could be 
analyzed,  fit  the  predictions  of this  theory;  additional  measurements  are, 
however,  required  to  give  conclusive  results. 
9.  The  Coeffcients  w  and  o" for  the  Model  of  Teorell  (8)  and  Meyer-Sievers 
(9).  Anomalous  Osmosis 
9.1  In order to arrive at a  clearer understanding  of the factors determin- 
ing w and a  let us consider a definite and acceptable model for the membrane 
structure.  Such a  model is the well known fixed charge model proposed and 
analyzed  by Teorell  and  by Meyer and  Sievers.  According  to this  model it 
is  assumed  that  the  salt  molecules pass  the  membrane  only through  water- 
filled channels.  The fixed charges are assumed to be situated  in the channels 
and  the salt concentration  in the capillaries  is assumed to be determined  by 
an  ideal  Donnan  equilibrium  with  the  external  solutions.  Although  these 
assumptions  are hardly justified for dense or highly charged  membranes,  as 
are  often  encountered  in  biological  systems,  the  model  fits  rather  well  the 
behavior of loose membranes  with low charge density and  permits  a  quanti- 
tative interpretation  of the  data  of Loeb  (18)  on  anomalous  osmosis  and  a 
semiquantitative  analysis of the results of Grim and  Sollner  (19). 
9.2  It  is  assumed  that  the  ionic  friction  with  the  membrane  matrix  is 
negligible  and  the  friction  with  the  water  is  given  by that  in  free  solution, 
corrected for tortuosity 
fx.,,  =  f2,.  =  0  flw  =  fl,~°/O  f2,~  =  f2w°/O  (9-1) 
5 It should  be stressed that  tl  °,  the transference number in free solution,  is very different  from  h, 
the transference number of the counter-ion in the membrane.  For highly charged membranes tx is 
close to unity while tl  0 is determined by the ratio between the friction coefficients of both ions. KEDEM AND KATCHALSKY Coeffcients  of Membrane Permeability  I69 
The validity of the Donnan equilibrium leads directly to  a  derivation of 
the distribution coefficient K. If the over-all concentration of salt in the mem- 
brane is C,,  its concentration in the capillaries is C,/~.  Hence the concen, 
tration of counter-ions is  C1/~,o  =  (C,  -t-  X)/~,~,  and the concentration of 
the co-ions C2/~Ow ; X/~p,o  =  X'  is the charge density per unit  volume of the 
solution in the capillaries.  The condition of an ideal Donnan equilibrium is 
that the product of the concentration of cations and anions be equal in both 
phases, or 
C,(C~ +  X)/~w  2 =  c?  (9-2) 
Kc was defined as the ratio of the salt concentration C, at a  point x,  to the 
concentration in  a  corresponding equilibrium  solution,  hence by  (9-2) 
Kc  -  C,  _  c,~o~  2  (9-3) 
c,  C, +X 
In the special case for which C,  << X 
Ko  =  c,~o,o2/X =  c,¢w/X' 
and the average distribution coefficient is 
K  =  e8~ow/X'  ( 9'4 ) 
where ~, is the arithmetic mean of the concentrations in both compartments. 
The model does not apply to  membranes with high charge densities, but C, 
may be small compared to X  in membranes of moderate charge density in 
very dilute salt solutions. Introducing (9-4) into equation (8-5) we find that for 
membranes  behaving  according  to  Teorell's  fixed charge  model  in  dilute 
solution 
00  -  (9-5) 
X'Axf2,2 
i.e.,  to  increases linearly with  the mean  salt  concentration  and  is  inversely 
proportional to the charge density. At  ~8  --* 0,  to  --~ 0  and the membrane is 
ideally semipermeable.  The  same  conclusion  is  reached  from  the  value  of 
orr, which is obtained by introducing the distribution coefficient from equa- 
tion  (9-4) into (8-10). A  very simple expression is obtained for or' 
~r'=  1  ~  (9-6)  X'tlo 
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at ~,  =  0 and decreases with increasing salt concentration. It also shows  the 
dependence of o- on the transport number of the counter-ion; a  is lowered 
and may even become negative, if the co-ion is more mobile than the counter- 
ion. This effect has already been predicted by Schl6gl (20). Thus, anomalous 
osmosis is obtained with solutions of acids at positive membranes (18), owing 
to the high transference number of the hydrogen ion. 
9.3  In membranes of low charge density and higher salt concentrations 
C,  may be of the same order of magnitude or even larger than X'.  In this 
case the friction coefficients as given by  (9-I)  are introduced into equations 
(7-9,  10), and these are integrated without further approximations as follows: 
Dividing  equation  (7-10)  by  (7-9)  and  introducing  the  condition  of ideal 
Donnan  equilibrium  given  in  (9-2),  we  obtain  for  the  local  change  of #~ 
with  /z.  at  J~,  =  0: 
V~c/  (Jw  =  0)  (9-7)  -duw/dm  =  C,l~o,~ +  x'tx  o 
The value of C,/~ow is obtained from (9-2) 
C,/~p,~ =  X'/2 (J//1  +  \X'] 
d/z~ may be expressed in terms of the change of c. as 
(9-8) 
c. d#.  =  d~r, =  2RTdc. 
Hence A#,. is 
f~e  II 
A~, o  =  l?~o(Ap  --  A~-,  --  Ar~)  =  --  d#,,,  d#. 
4R TI2w f  e2I 
L  X'  CaI 
The reflection coefficient o" is therefore 
(9-9) 
c,  dcs 
f/  (2c4  
2tl  °-  1 +  1 +  \X'] 
tr'  (Ap  --  A~ri) 
=l- 
where 
X'  IZ  n  -- Z I-  (2h  °-  1) ln 26°-  1 +Z II] 
2h  °  1 ~- ZY3 
(9-10) 
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Equation (9-10)  shows that ~' is a  function of the ratio between salt concen- 
tration and membrane charge and not of their absolute values. 
In the absence of a  hydrostatic pressure  and of impermeable solutes, the 
osmotic flow across a  membrane is given by (cf.  equation (4-1)) : 
J~,  =  -- L~o'ATr  ~  ( 9-11 ) 
In order to describe osmotic flow in a charged membrane it is therefore suffi- 
cient to discuss the product ~ATr, as a  function of salt concentration. 
In Fig.  2 a  ~rA~r,/RTX ~ is given as a  function of A~',/RTX'  for the special 
case  that  compartment  I  contains  distilled water.  The  difference between 
and cr  t may in this case be neglected.  It is seen in the figure that for fi0 
smaller than 0.5, ~ATr, increases with increasing salt concentration to a maxi- 
mum and then decreases with further increase of the  salt concentration in 
compartment II. Additional increase of ca leads to negative values of ~ATr,, 
which means that  anomalous osmosis is  to be  expected or  that water  will 
flow from the salt solution into the pure water. 
9.4  The results of the last paragraph may be used for the interpretation 
of the data of Loeb.  In these experiments collodion bags were attached to a 
capillary tube,  filled with  salt  solutions,  and  immersed in  distilled  water. 
The change of the water level in the capillary, Ah, was observed after a given 
time At.  Denoting the inside of the bag as compartment II, we write for Ah 
--_  =  crA~'~  (9-12)  Ah  =  Aa J~At  Aa AtL~crATr~ =  a RTX----~ 
where  A  is  the  area  of the membrane,  a  the  cross-section of the capillary, 
and a  =  (AAtLJa)XIRT. 
Ah as a function of salt concentration, given by Loeb, may thus be directly 
compared with the graph of ~Azrs/RTX ~ versus  ATr,/RTX'  given  above.  For 
this  comparison it is  assumed that the maximum of the curve  for NaC1  is 
identical with the maximum of the theoretical curve for tl ° =  0.4,  the trans- 
port number of sodium as the counter-ion. From this point X'  and a  were 
derived  and  with these values the  theoretical curve  was  constructed.  It  is 
seen in Fig.  3 that this curve agrees well with the experimental results. The 
discrepancy at  high  salt  concentration can  be  attributed  to  the  small  but 
finite values of fl~ and f~  that were neglected in this treatment. The charge 
density obtained is X t  --  2.5  X  10  -3 tool/liter. This value means  that only 
a  very  small  fraction of the  membrane  matrix  carries  negatively charged 
groups. 
9.5  A  similar  series  of osmotic flow measurements was  carried  out  by 
Grim and Sollner (19). However, the membranes used by these authors were I  I  i  I  I  I 
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made permselective by adsorbed hemoglobin or protamine, thereby endowing 
the membrane with a negative or a positive charge. 
The results of these experiments are given as flow per unit  area per unit 
time. Furthermore, L~ was determined by an independent measurement and 
thus, with equation (9-11)  the value of ~r is known. 
In the measurements of Grim and  Sollner the  membrane bag was filled 
with salt solution and was immersed in another salt solution of half the concen- 
tration.  In Fig. 4,  a  for KC1 and KIO3 permeating a  positive  membrane  is 
shown as a  function oi the inside salt concentration. 
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FmUR~ 3.  Theoretical curve of anomalous osmotic flow for the experimental data of 
Loeb. •, experimental results of Loeb with sodium chloride solution permeating a col- 
lodion membrane. --, calculated curve for a mono-monovalent salt with transference 
number of counter-ion tl ° = 0.4. A h, the capillary rise after a given time. A~r/RT, osmo- 
larity of the salt solution  in the membrane bag. 
For  the  calculation of ~  the  condition c,  ~I  -  2c8  ~  was  introduced into 
equation (9-10),  and, using the appropriate transport numbers for KC1 and 
KIOs,  ¢  was obtained as  a  function of c,U/X!  X'  is not known for  these 
membranes and thus for comparison with the experimental data the scale of 
the  abscissa of the theoretical curve was adjusted so  as  to give the best fit 
with the experimental points.  It is seen in Fig. 4  that the drastic decrease of 
with increasing salt concentration, observed in the experiment, is predicted 
by the theory, but the theoretical curves do not coincide with the experimental 
points. Evidently the assumptions made in the model of Teorell and of Meyer 
and Sievers are oversimplifying the behavior of the membranes. The probable I74  TIlE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  •  I96I 
charge  density  obtained  from  the  adjustment  of  the  theoretical  curve  is 
1.5  X  10  -~.  It is higher  than  the density found for Loeb's untreated  mem- 
branes,  but  is  still  sufficiently low to fulfill  the  requirements  of the  model. 
From the mode of preparation :of these membranes it is clear that  the charge 
is  not  distributed  homogeneously,  as  the  adsorbed  macromolecules  form 
highly charged patches in the membrane matrix and  this may be the  reason 
for  the  incomplete  agreement  between  theory  and  experiment.  The  inter- 
action  between  counter-ions  and  membrane,  which  was  neglected  in  the 
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FIGUR~ 4.  Reflection coefficient (~) of a  positively charged membrane for mono-mono- 
valent salts derived from the measurements of Grim and SoUner.  O, experimental points 
for KCI solutions, zx, experimental points for KIOa solutions. 
Upper curve calculated  for mono-monovalent salt,  tx 0  =  0.5.  Lower curve  calculated 
for mono-monovalent salt, tl °  =  0.35. In all experiments the concentration of the outer 
salt solution (c8  I) was half the concentration of the inner salt solution (c,  II). 
9.6  As  already  pointed  out by Teorell  (8)  the  applicability  of the  fixed 
charge  theory  could  be  considerably  extended  by  a  proper  allowance  for 
ion-membrane  interactions.  The  electrostatic  attraction  between membrane 
matrix  and  counter-ions  must  affect the salt distribution  as well as the fric- 
tional coefficients. 
It has  been shown  that  the salt distribution  between polyelectrolyte solu- 
tions,  or  dilute  polyelectrolyte gels,  and  salt  solutions  is  adequately  repre- 
sented by the introduction of an effective charge instead of the actual exchange 
capacity  (21).  Preliminary  calculations  based on an  effective charge for the 
Donnan equilibrium,  have shown that the shape of the theoretical curve thus 
derived is closer to the experimental  one obtained  by Grim  and  Sollner.  In KEDEM AND KATCHALSKY  Coed~denl$  of Membrane Permeability  I75 
addition an electric relaxation effect is to be expected between counter-ions 
and  highly charged matrix,  so  that fl~ will  not be  zero even in very loose 
membranes. 
Thus for a full theoretical evaluation of a  and w, K, and fl,~ must be known 
as functions of salt concentration and introduced into the flow equations and 
then these equations have to be integrated across the membrane. The required 
information is not available at present. 
10.  Cell  Membranes 
Most  cell membranes exhibit  a  very high  selectivity towards  salt;  i.e.,  o,  is 
close to unity. This is evident from the fact that in the stationary state there 
exists a  balance of water between cells and surrounding fluid at equal total 
osmotic pressures (22). This high selectivity cannot be explained by the action 
of the charges fixed on the membrane only, even if the charge is high. A rough 
calculation,  using  the  ideal  Donnan  equation,  shows  that  even  at  a  high 
charge density of 2  tool/liter,  corresponding to that of ion exchange resins, 
in  the  physiologic  salt  concentration  of 0.15  tool/liter,  one  should  expect 
=  0.85.  The  distribution  coefficients  found  experimentally  in  charged 
aqueous gels and ion exchangers are considerably larger than the ideal value, 
so  that  the  estimated value  gives  an  upper  limit  for  the charge effect. As 
shown above,  in highly charged membranes the friction of the counter-ions 
with the membrane, fl,,, does not influence the selectivity coefficient. We are 
thus driven to the conclusion that  in  determining the high values of a  the 
friction between co-ion and membrane matrix becomes important  (cf.  equa- 
tion (8-6)). As one cannot expect an electrostatic interaction between particles 
of equal sign,  this means that the pores through which the salt passes must 
be of the order of magnitude of the ionic radius,  as has been concluded also 
from various other observations on cell membranes (23). 
For such capillaries the applicability  of the Donnan distribution,  even if 
activities are used instead of concentrations, is very doubtful. This distribu- 
tion presumes a separate water phase of volume fraction ~o, in which the salt 
accumulates. However, when the pore radii approach molecular dimensions 
the concept of a separate aqueous phase breaks down and it may be preferable 
to regard the membrane as a  homogeneous phase. Then the salt distribution 
obeys, in the ideal case, a  modified Donnan equation of the type 
C~(C,  +  X)  _  L  ( 10-1 ) 
where the coefficient L  expresses the change in the standard free energy of a 
mol of salt passing from an aqueous medium to the non-aqueous medium of 
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non-aqueous phase gives L  <  1.  Introduction of (10-1)  into the expression 
for the permeation coefficients leaves intact the form of most of the equations. 
Thus, for high charge and ideal distribution, we obtain for or' from equation 
(8-6) 
~'  =  1  Lc.  A,~  -b f~,  (10-2) 
¢~X f,w +f,m 
It is seen that increase of f,,, and decrease of L influence the selectivity in the 
same direction.  Both  of them are different aspects  of the direct interaction 
between salt and membrane constituents. Thus short range interaction rather 
than  long range electrostatic forces is  the main factor responsible  for  high 
selectivity. 
11.  The  Transport of Polyvalent Ions through Charged Membranes 
11.1  We shall not develop here the expressions for multivalent salts  of any 
valency,  but  shall  treat  only the case of di-mono and  mono-divalent salts. 
The  generalization  to  other  cases  is  straightforward,  but  seems  to  present 
little biophysical interest. 
Case 1.  Monovalent Counter-Ion and Divalent  Co-Ion 
We shall denote as usual the counter-ion by 1 and the co-ion by 2. The follow- 
ing conditions are fulfilled by the flowing ions: 
Absence of electric current  J1  =  2J~ =  2J,  (I1-1) 
Electroneutrality  C~ =  Ca ;  C1 =  X +  2C~  (11-2) 
Chemical potential of 
a  mono-divalent salt  dt~, =  2d/~1 -k- d~2  ( 11-3 ) 
At J~  =  0  the relations between the forces and the solute flow are given by 
the equation 
-~x  =  &  4(fi~ -b f~,,) X  -J- 2C, 
--C, d~  _  Ja(2A~ +  A~)  ( 11-5 ) 
dx 
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charged membranes for which X  >> 2C~.  In this case the first term on the 
right side of equation (11-4)  may be neglected and both eqations (11-4)  and 
(11-5)  can be integrated, to give, after suitable transformations: 
! 
K  (11-6) 
K  2fx•  -b f,,  (11-7) 
,p~,  I,,~  +  A,. 
The form of the equations is very close to that for mono-monovalent salts. 
Again the essential difference is in the dependence of the distribution coeffi- 
cient K on the salt concentration and on the charge density. A crude estimate 
of the magnitude of K can be obtained from the Donnan equation for poly- 
valent ions, although it should be borne in mind that in this case the approxi- 
mations involved are not as justified as for the mono-monovalent salts. 
The requirement for a Donnan equilibrium with a  capillary system of the 
type of Teorell's or Meyer and Siever's models is 
(X  "t-  2C8) ~ C,  _  4c,8  (11-8) 
~w  ~  ~w 
Hence 
K  _  (2c,~  ~ 
~w  \~-r}  ( 11-9 ) 
Thus K increases with the square of concentration, and since according to 
the premises of the model 2co/X'  <  1,  K/~o,~ is very small and a' is closer to 
unity  in  the  mono-divalent  case  than  in  the  mono-monovalent.  Thus  a 
divalent co-ion increases the reflection coefficient of the membrane as shown 
in Fig, 2 b. 
Case  2.  Divalent  Counter-Ion  and Monovalent  Co-Ion 
There is good reason to believe that the interactions of divalent counter-ions 
with  the  membrane matrix  are  not  restricted to  hydrodynamic frictional 
interplay but may comprise specific chemical binding. 
In the last case the treatment presented below is insufficient to represent 
the  permeability  behavior.  However,  the  following  expressions  may  be 
regarded  as  guides  for  the  simpler  systems  not  complicated by  chemical 
reaction.  Drastic deviation from these equations indicates the operation of 
additional specific factors. 
The conditions which the system has to fulfill are: I78 
I=0 
Electroneutrality 
Chemical  potential  of di- 
monovalent  salt 
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J1  =  J2/2  =  J,  (11-I0) 
6"2  =  2C.  ;  C~  =  X/2  -t-  C.  ( 11-11 ) 
du.  =  dg.a +  2d&  ( 11-12 ) 
The translation  of thermodynamic forces into frictions gives by the regular 
procedure,  at  J~  =  0 
-c, ~-~ = J, E2(A~ + A,~)  -  c,  1  2C, +  X  -Jr  2(f2~ +  f~,.)  ( 11-13 ) 
c~ ~  = J,(Yl~ +  2Aw) 
and  for highly  charged  membranes  in  which X  >>  2C, 
-C.-~x'  =  2E,(A,,,  +N,,) 
Carrying  out the  integrations  of d#~  and  d~,  and  rearranging  terms  in  the 
usual way we obtain 
K  w  =  (11-14) 
2Ax(A,. + A~) 
d  =  1  K  ½A~ +~,  _  1 -  o~Ax(Aw +  2Aw)  (11-15) 
The  special  properties  of divalent  counter-ion  permeation  will  appear  in 
the  value  of K  and  its  dependence  on  c,  and  X.  Using  the  ideal  Donnan 
equilibrium  as  an  approximate  guide  for  the  evaluation  of K  we find  that 




K  changes with the square root of the concentration  and  thus more slowly 
than in the case of mono-monovalent salts. As 2c,/X  r  <  I, the square root is 
larger  than  the  first  power and  hence  o- smaller  than  for  monovalent  salts. 
Thus  a  divalent  counter-ion  diminishes  the  selectivity of the  membrane  as 
shown in  Fig.  2 c. KEDEM  AND KATCHALSKY  Coe~denls  oJ Membrane Permeability  *79 
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